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PASSAGE FROM EINSTEINIAN TO GALILEAN RELATIVITY 

SYNCHRONY 

AND CLOCK 



4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In most of the tex~ books of Special Relativity <SR> there 

seems to be a pr~vailing beli~f that speci~l reldtivity goes over 

to Galilean Relativity <GR> for r-elative speeds that are very 

small compare~ to the speed of light in vacuu~. This belief is 

:typically expr~ssed by Rindler (1979} in the form that as 

comparison of Lorentz Transformations <LT> ~Ji th Galilean 

Transformations <GT> shows~ the GT approximates well to the LT 

when v that is relative velocity is small. Bergmann <1969) 

observed that for small value·s of v/c ~ the Lorentz transformation 

equ"'tions are appro>:iinated by the Galilean transformations. 

Similar belief may be found to be expressed by other authors as 

well <Kaeser 1967; Sokolovsky 1962}. But thi~ belief leads to an 

interesting fallacy and it is shown that the resolution of this 

fallacy lies in the proper understanding of the role of clock 

synchronization convention adopted by Einst~in. In this chapter it 

has been shown that a misconception could easily arise that would 

stem from overlooking the role of conventionality ingredients of 

special theory of relativity • We have shown first that the small 

velocity approximation cannot alter the convention of distant 

simultaneity. In course of discussion the approximated Lorentz 

transformations .are critically compared~ under the same 

approximation, with two other space-time transformations, one of 

which represents an Einstein world with Galilean synchrony whereas 

the other describes a Galilean world with Einst~ihian synchrony. 

4.2 CLOCK SYNCHRONY AND ROUTE TO GALILEAN RELATIVITY 

1he assumption, that under small velocity approximation, SR 

goes over into GR is not strictly correct and the aim of the 
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present article is to demonstrate this statement. And we feel that 

the most straightforward approach is to start from a fallacy posed 

below, which the students of relativity may find interesting. 

inertial fram~ S. Represented in a Minkowski 

invariant intefval between these two events is 

....... t } 
. "2' 2 

diagram, 

in an 

the 

( 4. 1) 

where ~- = x.~- x.
1

, 
l. l..L. l. 

and bars represent the 

corresponding quantities in another reference frame S moving 

relative to S with the uniform non-zero speed v. If 2/ 2 v c is 

neglected and if it were true that LT goes over· into GT for 

2 2 v /c-o, then one would usually e>:pect the time to be absolute i.e 

it.should hold that bt = bt. It follows then from the equation 

<4.1} that 

This appears to be all very fine since it looks as if we are 

;merely going from Minkowski metric to Euclidean metric. But this 

is only an illusion and students often make such a mistake. We 

will see that this leads to a contradiction since, according to GT 

X = X - vt, y = y, z = z' t = t (4.2}. 

So that 

bx = .O..x - vbt, bz = bz, bt = bt 
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and clearly, for any two non-simultaneous <.t..t 1 o > events, 

(~)2 + <Ay>2+ <~> 2 is not an invariant under equa~io~ <4.2>. The 

above fallacious situation can not be resolved unless one reje~ts 

the notion that alone the neglect of 
2/ 2 v c in LT 

Galilean Relat~vity. . f. 2/ 2 . 1 t d Indeed, 1 v c 1s neg ec e in the 

leads to 

Lorentz 

factor, the L T reduces to the Appro>: i mate Lorentz Transformation 

[ALT] (Landau and Lifshitz 1975). 

>: = x - vt, t 

Thus, for any pair of events 

.t..x = .t..x v.t..t, .t..t = .t..t 2 (v/c >.t..x 

(4. 3). 

(4.4). 

Notice. here that for any chosen spatial .separation .t..x 

between two events, we can take v sufficiently small, so that .t..t 

2 
becomes very 1 arge compared to (v /c > .6.>: and hence the 1 atter may 

be neglected implying .t..t=.t..t. On the other hand, \f:e approximation 

is certainly not dependent on the space time separation 

of two arbitrary and independent events. In fact, for any 

preassigned small value of v, one is free to consider a pair of 

sufficiently distant events so that one cannot ignore the (v/c2 >.t..x 

term in (4.4). Therefore absolute nature of distant simultaneity 

<.t..t=.t..t> can never be retrieved. That is, simultaneity is still 

relative. This means, that distant events which are simultaneous 

in a given inertial frame of reference are not simultaneous events 

in any other inertial frame in constant (non-zero> motion with 

respect to the first. This is not surprising since we should 

realize that the relative character of distant simultaneity is the 
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result uf a synchronization convention < Reichenbach 1957; 

Grunbaum 1963; Winnie 1970; Mansouri and Se>: 1 1977; Sjodin 

'1979,1980,1982; Podlaha 1980; Ghosal and Mukhopadhyay 1984). 

Recent analyses of the special theory initiated by 

Reichenbach <1924,1957> and carried on by Grunbaum < 1963) . have 

brought attention to the status of simultaneity within an inertial 

frame of reference by virtue of their claim that the relation of 

simult~neity within each inertial reference frame contains an 

ineradicable element of convention which reveals itself in our 

ability to select <within certain limits> the value to be assigned 

to the one-way ~peed of light in that inertial frame. This thesis, 

which shall here be called the thesis of the Conventionality of 

distant Simultaneity <the C-S thesis>, focuses directly upon the 

con·.lenti.ons attaching to distant si1flultar,eity within the special 

theory. A convention once chosen a priori, is unlikely to change 

into a different one, merely due to an approximative assumption on 

the relative velocity alone. 

Let us recall that the stand~rd Einstein synchronization 

procedure requires that the spatially distant clocks to be so 

adjusted that in any given inertial frame the to & fro speeds of 

light appear to be the same and equal to the round-trip speed 0~ 

light <Reichenbach 1957; GrUnbaum 1963; Winnie 1970; Mansouri and 

Sexl 19T7; Sjodin 1 979' 1980' 1 982; Podlaha 1980; Ghosal and 

Mukhopadhyay 1984>. In this context it is now worthwhile to 

examine,in some.detail the nature of ALT [equation <4.3) for all 

v. 

The velocity addition laws can be obtained from <4.3) as 

? 
W =<W -v}/(1-vW /c->, 

X ~ X 
- 2 
~ =W /(1-vW /c >, 

y y >: 
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As expected, W and W do not transform as in SR. Now, if a light 
. y z 

pulse is sent back and forth along the >:-direction alone, that is., 

W = -l c and 
X 

V.J = w y - z 
0 

then the to & fro speed of light in S, parallel to the direction 

of motion, is given by 

(4.5). 

If, on the other hand, a light pulse.is sent back and forth in S 

in such a direction that the signals travel back and forth only in 

the y-direction in S, then 

w = w = o. 
X Z 

·Now using the fact that vf2+w2
= c2 in S, one obtains U:e speed o-f 

X y 

light in S, perpendicular to th~ direction of motion, the value 

c _L = ± c (4.6). 

These resul~s, i.e. equations (4.5> and (4.6>, certainly do 

not agree with the corresponding classical results unless v = 0 

str-ictly < NB., the classical result c
11
= c<l ± ~ > differs from 

equation (4.5) in the first order of v/c ) . FLu~thermore, from 

equations <4.5) and (4.6) we see that the to and fro speeds are 

individually equal both in the longitudinal direction and in the 

transverse direction. In fact, it can be shown that the same 
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conclusion holds also for any arbitrary direction in S. .This is 

precisely the standard synchronization conventiort. We call a 

synchronization standard synchronization in a given direction if 

it t-endt.·. s the one-way velocity of light in that direction equal 

to the one-~ay velocity in the opposite direction. Thus 

'Ei nstei ni an synchrony inherent in L T is preserved ( even under the 

approximation v 2 Jc 2 « 1). This is ex~ctly in accordance with our 

earlier assertion. 

However., one rndy sti 11 suspect whether "Lhe transformat.ion 

(4.3) represents a Galilean world in essence, save the 

synchronization convention. In order to decide this, one must 

compare synchrony independent quantities obtained from <4.3> with 

those obtained from· the usual Galilean transformations. One such 

quantity is the round trip speed of any signal. In fact, two sets 

of transformations may appear structurally very different 

depending on the choice of synchrony, but when synchrony 

i ncependent quanti ti·es are compared one might discover that they 

ar~ essentially the same. In that case we say that these two 
.. ·, 

transformations represent the same kinematical I.>Jor l d • From the 

Galilean transformation., it follows that the two-way average speed 

of light in the direction parallel and perpendicular to the 

direction of relative motion are given, respecL1vely, by 

H ? ~ 

ell = c<l - v-/c.L.) {4.7) 

and 

t-" ? ? 1/~ 

c..L = c (1 - v-/c-} .L. (4. 8) • 

Whereas we see from <4.5) and <4.6> that they are given by 
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= c (4. 9)' -~ _L 
'") '") 1/'"> = c/(1- v.._/c.L.>_ .L. 

Thus, eqn. (4.3) for all v in general, does not represent a 

h . 2/ 2 1 Galilean Worl~ <GW>. Of course one may c oose v c « again in 

equations .(4.7>, (4.8) and (4.10>, and it becomes clear that (4.3> 

represents GW approximately. But then there is a subtle po~nt that 

must be carefully noted. The resulting GW is not a GW in totality 

but it is limited by the very -approximation~ To e>:emplify this 

point, consider the Tangherlini Transformation CTT> , which 

represents an· Einstein ·World \EW> with absolute <Galilean> 

synchrony CTangherlini 1961>: 

>: = <x-~vt>l<1-(l> 112 , ""'ith (~= v/c, t 
7 1 ''") 

t < 1--o~ > '..:... (4.11). 

Note here that if 
2 2 

v /c « 1 ' the resulting 

transformations represent a GT in totality. This is expected 

because we mentioned before that any set of transformations 

depends structurally on the choice of synchrony. Since here we 

consider Galilean synchrony it is natural that under the condition 

~2 « 1 it gives GT in totality. Obviously, this fact is absent in 

(4.3). Hence it proves again that a convention once chosen does 

not change into a different one due to an approximate assumption 

on the relative velo~ity alone. 

Thus we have demonstrated that the LT does not lead under-

* Note that t.he eqns. (4. 9> & 
whereas ell & c_L of equations 

(4. 10> refer 
(4.5) & (4.6) 

to two-way speeds 
refer to one-way 

sp,eeds. The expressions do not differ however because of standard 
synchrony. 
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the small velocity approxim~tion to Galilean (absblute> synchrony. 

As a result, the Galilean transformation law for one way 

velrcities could not be obtainted unless v = 0 strictly. However, 

eqn. (4.3) represents a GW only for small velocitie3 but not for 

the entire vel~city range, in contrast to the Tangherlini case 

just mentioned above. 

Finally, one may raise the question whether it is at all 

possible to construct a transformation which rep.-esents a GW in 

totality having Einstein (standard> synchrony. Indeed, one may 

verify that the transformation <ZST> due to Zahar and Sjodin 

(Sjodin 1979; Ghosal and Mukhopadhyay 1984; . * Zahar 1977), satisfies 

the above characteristics which are just complementary to those of 

the Tangherlini Transformations. 

X = X - Vt and t 

? 
t~<vx/c-> 

2 2 <1-v /c > 
(4.12). 

It is evident that the CZST> transformation reduces to ALT 

? ? 
from <4.3> if the v-/c- term is neglected. Note that here again 

the Poincare~Einstein synchrony is preserved. 

Thus we see that LT under the small velocity approximatio~ 

does not go over to GT but instead, it becomes, as it should be 

equivalent to ZST from <4.12> under the same approximation. In 

contrast, TT from (4.11) directly goes over to GT. Therefore, in 

order to fully comprehend the passage of SR to GR. one should 

examine LT vis~a~vis ZST and GT vis~a~vis TT in the context of the 

small spe~d approximation. 

* Tangherlini transformations and Zahar transformations have been 

discussed in some detail in the last chapter of this volume also. 
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Passage from Einsteinian to Galilean Relativity 
and Clock Synchrony 
S. K. Ghosal *, K. K. Nandi**, and Papia Chakraborty* 
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There is a general belief that under small velocity approximation, Special Relativity goes over into 
Galilean Relativity. Should this be interpreted exclusively in terms of the kinematical symmetry 
transformations (Lorentz vs. Galilei) a misconception could easily arise that would stem from 
overlooking the role of conventionality ingredients of Special Relativity Theory. It is observed that 
the small velocity approximation cannot alter the convention of'distant simultaneity. In order to 
exemplify this point further, the Lorentz transformations are critically compared, under the same 
approximation, with two other space time transformations, one of which represents an Einstein 
world with Galilean synchrony whereas the other describes a Galilean world with Einsteinian 
synchrony. 

There. seems to be a prevailing belief that Special 
Relativity (SR) goes over to Galilean Relativity (GR) 
for relative speeds that are very small compared to the 
speed of light in vacuum [1-4]. The belief is typically 
expressed in the form that the Lorentz Transforma
tion (LT) goes over to the Galilean Transformation 
(GT) when [3 2 terms, where [3 = vjc, are neglected in LT 
[1, 2]. This assumption, however, is not strictly correct. 
The aim of the present paper is to demonstrate this 
statement. We feel that the most straightforward ap
proach is to start from an interesting fallacy posed 
below. 

Consider two events E 1 : (x 1 , t 1) and E2 : (x 2 , t2 ) in 
an inertial frameS. Represented in a Minkowski dia
gram, the invariant interval between these two events is 

Lls1 = (Lix1)1 + (Lix 2 )
2 +(Lix3 )

1 -c1 (Lit) 2 

= (Lix1?+ (Lix2?+ (Lix 3)
2 -c2 (Lit)1, (1) 

where Llx;=X;2 -xil, Llt=t2 -t1 and bars represent 
the corresponding quantities in another reference 
frame S moving relative to S with the uniform non
zero speed v. If [3 2 is neglected and if it were true that 
LT goes over into GT for [32 ~ 0, then it should hold 
that Llt=Lit. It follows then from (1) that 

(Lix 1? + (Lix 2? + (Llx 3)
2 =(Ll.X1 )

2 + (Lix 2 )
1 + (Lix 3?. 

* Department of Physics. 
** Department of Mathematics. 
Reprint requests to Dr. S. K. Ghosal, Department of Physics, 
University of North Bengal, Darjeeling (W. B.) 734430, 
Indien. 

This leads to a contradiction since, according to GT 

Llx=Lix-vLit, Lly=Liy, Llt=Lit, 

and clearly, for any two non-simultaneous (Lit=!=O) 
events, (Lix? +(Liy)2 +(Liz)2 is not an invariant. The 
above argument can not be resolved unless one rejects 
the notation that alone the neglect of {32 in LT leads to 
Galilean Relativity. Indeed, if {3 2 is neglected in the 
Lorentz factor, the LT reduces to the Approximate 
Lorentz Transformation (ALT) [5]. 

x=x-vt, t=t-(vxfc2
). 

Thus, for any pair or events 

Llx=Lix-vLit, Llt=Lit-(vfc2
) Llx. 

(2) 

(3) 

Notice here that for any chosen spatial separation Llx 
between two events, we can take v sufficiently small, so 
that Lit becomes very large compared to (vfc2

) Llx and 
hence the latter may be neglected implying Llt=Lit. 
On the other hand, the approximation v2 fc 2 ~ 1 is 
certainly independent of the space time separation of 
two arbitrary and independent events. In fact, for any 
preassigned small value of v one is free to consider a 
pair of sufficiently distant events so that one cannot 
ignore the (vfc2

) Llx term in (3). Therefore absolute 
nature of distant simultaneity (Lit=Lit) can never be 
retrieved. That is, simultaneity is still relative. This is 
not surprising since we should realize that the relative 
character of distant simultaneity is the result of a syn
chronization convention [6-13]. A convention once 
chosen a priori is unlikely to change into a different 
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· one merely due to an approximative assumption on 
the relative velocity alone. 

Let us recall that the standard Einstein synchro
nization procedure requires spatially distant clocks to 
be so adjusted that in any given inertial frame the to 
and fro speeds of light appear to be the same and 
equal to the round trip speed of light [6-12]. In this 
context it is now worthwhile to examine, in some 
detail the nature of ALT(2) for all v. 

The velocity addition laws can be obtained from 
(2) as 

Wx=(Wx-v)/[1-(v Wxfc2
)], 

JYy = Wy/[1-(v W,/c 2
)]. 

As expected, Wy does not transform as in SR. Now, if 
a light pulse is sent back and forth along the x-direc
tion alone, the to and fro speed of light in S, parallel 
to the direction of motion, is given by 

c 11 =c. (4) 

If, on the other hand, a light"pulse is sent back and 
forth in S in such a direction that the signals travel 
back and forth only in the y-direction inS, one ob
tains, using the f~t that l¥,2 + Wy2 = C2 in S, for the 
speed of light in S, perpendicular to the direction of 
motion, the value 

c 
c .L = (1- /32)1/2 . (5) 

These results, i.e. (4) and (5), certainly do not agree 
with the corresponding classical results unless v = 0 
strictly (NB, the classical result c 11 = c (1 ± {3) differs 
from ( 4) in the first order of f3! ). Furthermore, from ( 4) 
and (5) we see that the to and fro speeds are individu
ally equal both in the longitudinal direction and in the 
transverse direction. In fact, it can be shown that the 
same conclusion holds also for any arbitrary direction 
in S. This is precisely the standard synchronization 
convention. Thus Einsteinian synchrony inherent in 
LT is preserved (even under the approximation {P ~ 1). 
This is exactly in accordance with our earlier asser-
tion. 

However, one may still suspect whether the trans
formation (2) represents a Galilean world in essence, 
save the synchronization convention. In order to de
cide this, one must compare synchrony independent 
quantities obtained from (2) with those obtained from 
the usual Galilean transformations. One such quantity 
is the round trip speed of any signal. In fact, two sets of 

transformations may appear structurally very differ
ent depending on the choice of synchrony, but when 
synchrony independent quantities are compared one 
might discover that they are essentially the same. In 
that case we say that these two transformations repre
sent the same kinematical "World". From the Galilean 
transformation, it follows that the two-way average 
speed of light in the direction parallel and perpendic
ular to the direction of relative motion are given, re
spectively, by 

Cu = c(1- {32
) (6) 

and 
(7) 

whereas we see from (4) and (5) that they are given by 

c11 = c, (8) 

C.L = c/(1- {3 2
)

112
• (9) 

Thus, (2) for all v in general, does not represent a 
Galilean World (GW). Of course one may choose 
{32 ~ 1 again in (6); (7), and (9), and it becomes clear 
that (2) represents a GW approximately. But then 
there is a subtle point that must be carefully noted. 
The resulting GW is not a GW in totality but it is 
limited by the very approximation. To exemplify this 
point, consider the Tangherlini Transformation (IT), 
which represents an Einstein World (EW) with ab
solute (Galilean) synchrony [14]: 

x=(x-vt)/(1-{32
)
1

'
2

, t=t(1-f32
)

1
'
2

• (10) 

Note here that if {3 2 ~ 1, the resulting transformations 
represent a GT in totality. Obviously, this fact is ab
sent in (2). 

Thus we have demonstrated that the LT does 
not lead under the small velocity approximation 
to Galilean (absolute) synchrony. As a result, the 
Galilean transformation law for one way velocities 
could not be obtained unless v=O strictly. However, 
.(2) represents a GW only for small velocities but not 
for the entire velocity range, in contrast to the 
Tangherlini case just mentioned above. 

Finally, one may raise the question whether it is at 
all possible to construct a transformation which repre
sents a GW in totality having Einstein synchrony. 
Indeed, one may verify that the transformation (ZST) 

_ - t-(vx/c2
) 

x=x-vt, t = 
1

_{32 , (11) 

due to Zahar and Sjodin [10, 12, 15], satisfies the 
above characteristics which are just complementary to 
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those of the Tangherlini Transformation. It is evident 
that the ZST transformation reduces to ALT from (2) 
if the /3 2 term is neglected. Note that here again the 
Poincare-Einstein synchrony is preserved. 

Thus we see that LT under the small velocity ap
proximation does not go over to GT but instead, it 
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